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APPLICATION OF THE AVERAGING METHOD FOR THE 
SOLUTION OF BOUNDARY PROBLEMS FOR ORDINARY 
DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 
D*D. Bainov, Sofia 
S.D. Milusheva, Sofia 
The averaging method first appeared in space mechanics. The ba-
sic technique of the averaging method is to replace the right hand 
side parts of complex systems of differential equations by averaged 
functions, the latter not containing explicitly time and fast -
changing parameters of the system. 
The averaging method found a strict mathematical justification 
in the fundamental works of N.M. Krilov, N.N. Bogolubov and J.A.Mi-
tropolsky [13] 9 [15] > [20] . This method reached its further de-
velopment and generalization in [1] , [14] , etc. 
The period after 1960 was one of vigorous development of the 
averaging method. At that time 7 monographs on the averaging method 
were published where a number of schemes were displayed for its 
application to the solution of initial problems. In this way natu-
rally arose the question of the justification of the averaging me-
thod for the solution of boundary problems for ordinary differen-
tial equations. The first results concerning the justification of 
the averaging method for the solution of boundary problems for ordi-
nary differential equations were obtained by D.Do Bainov in 1964, 
and from 1970 on the authors of this survey achieved a number of 
new results. Some of these results are exposed in the present pa-
per. 
1. Solution of boundary problems by means of the averaging me-
thod on the basis of asymptotics constructed for the Cauchy problem. 
In [14JV.M. Volosov proposes the general averaging scheme for the 
solution of the Cauchy problem for the system, as follows: 
x*e/X(x^.t9t)-&X:1(xi^t) + e / ^ u . ^ t ) + • • • 
O / 0 5*Y(x,ystJ£)-Y0(x,dJt)+tY1tx>ait)+b
-LY1>(xJM3t)+--. 
with initial condition x(t6)-X0 , ^ l t * h . ^ o > where x, Xe Pi* ,S ;Y& H m 9 
while £>0 is a small parameter. In view of this the question of 
the possibility to apply the averaging method for solving boundary 
problems came to the fore. The paper [4] , namely, is devoted to 
the use of the averaging method to solve boundary problems for sys-
tems of the (1.1) type on the basis of asymptotics constructed for 
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the Cauchy problem. An ordinary multipoint Ъoundary proЪlem and a 
multipoint Ъoundary proЪlem with Ъoundary condition depending on 
several parameters are considered. Two theorems have Ъeen proved 
for each of these Ъoundary proЪlems. The first theorem points to 
conditions under which a formal asymptotics of the solution of the 
proЪlem can Ъe constructed. In the second theorem the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of the Ъoundary proЪlem are proved. The 
paper [12] considers a Ъoundary proЪlem of the eigen-values for sys-
tems of ordinary differential equations with fast and slow varia-
Ъles. Theorems analogous to the ones in [4] have Ъeen proved. 
2. Justification of the averaging method for the solution of 
two-point Ъoundary proЪlems for differential and integro-differen-
tial equations with fast and slow variaЪles. 
Consider the system of ordinary differential equations 
(2.1) Xítí^єXít.Xltì^tt)), ̂ (t) = Y(t,X(t)^(t)) 
with Ъoundary condition 
(2.2) X(Ű)~-X, ., H C Ä ^ Ю J ^ Í T J З - O 
where x.Xвli^ľ^ДДeJi^^єЛcli^jT^ZiЬ^з L-conљt>Q , 
while £ > 0 is a small parameter. Together with the system (2.1), 
consider its degenerate system 
(2.3) àlfcьYít.x^ít)), x-coust 
with Ъoundary condit ion 
(2.to n[a> .э(0) t,;a(T)]-o • 
Assume that the solution of the proЪlem (2.3), (2.4-) is known 
and has the form <У ~N> (t^xДjTj. Then, if along the integral curves 
<a»
i
Ч'(t,X,?i./Г) of the Ъoundary proЪlem (2.3), (2.4), where % is 
considered as a vector parameter, there exists a non-dependent on 
Л mean value »p 
(2.5) iiVlM X(t,x;Y<t,X,fl,T>)cLt -X(X) , 
then the equation_ 
(2.6) glt)*fcX(|(t)) 
with initial condition 
(2.7) §I0)»X(0) 
will Ъe called averaged equation of first approximation for the 
sloүz variaЪles X(t) of the system (2.1). 
The following theorem for the proximity of the component X(t) of 
the solution of Ъoundary proЪlem (2.1), (2.2) and the solution of 
the Cauchy problem (2.6), (2.7) holds. 
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THEOREM. Let us assume: 
1. The functions Xlt.X.^) and ,-̂- X t t,X/bi)are continuous in the 
domainI-Kt.X^hilltU il(x)xil(^) , where J_l(t)*[0.,oo) , J2(x) and il(S) 
are certain open domains of the spaces FL'n, and it™, , resp. 
2. In the domain Jl(t, X^j the following inequalities are satis-
fied B X f t ^ ^ - X l t ^ , 
where h, is a positive constant, while^11) (i= A-i)is a continu-
ous non-negative function. 
3o The unique integral curve of boundary problem (2.3), (2.4) 
corresponding to some value of the parameter *A , passes through 
every point of the domain l i t i ^X. . tf) , and besides, 
a. This curve is definite and lies inside the domain -Ul^J 
for any t.^0 • r\ 
b. The vector functions V(t/X/A/I )and^V(t/X/A/Tjare continu-
ous along the set of variables tjX/AJ and satisfy in the domain 
[ . H ( t , X ) x A - i 2 ( i ) x i l ( X ) x / \ / T ^ O J the inequalities 
where n is a positive constant, while Qtt/iJ is a continuous 
non-negative function, 
4. The boundary problem (2.1), (2.2) has a unique continuous 
solution {xlti^li)}, whose component>:j(t) is bounded (dd(t)ii--lb-CÔ t) < 
(In (2.2) n means a certain fixed value of the parameter n from 
the domain A o ) 
5. For t>0 and T^Q the functions flj,(t) (1^1,2.) and Q(t,T) 
satisfy the conditions -fc, «~ 
6. For every (x, A)£ ±LLX)x A there exists a bound of (2.5) 
not depending on the parameter A , and the boundary transition in 
(2.5) is accomplished uniformly with respect to the set (x/\)6.G-lx)xA. 
In the domain il(x) the function X(X) is continuous and satisfies 
the condition 
i| X(X)I|4 M , I.X(x)-X(x,)ll^ ^HX-x'll , where M and $ 
are positive constants. 
7. The solution §*§lt) of the Cauchy problem (2.6), (2.7) 
for any t^O is bounded ( II §it)« 4id-Const ) and lies in the 
domain H(X) together with some Q -neighbourhood (Q-Con&t>0 ). 
Then, if JX(t)^(t)J is a solution of the boundary problem 
(2.1), (2.2) and £lt) is a solution of the Cauchy problem (2.6), 
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(2,7) , then for any (D> 0 and L > 0 such an t/>0 can be 
found that, for 0^64 &° on the cut 0 ^ t 4 . Z . & the inequality 
II X(t)-£(t-HI ̂ u) will be satisfied. 
PROOF, Introduce the function 
t _ 
(2.8) ir(t,x)-5 Aa(xV){5[X(^x>(^>x^;t))-X(x
,)]d't;}oLx , ; 
i l ( x ) 0 A j KXH^vi, 
where the smoothing kernel A a(X) has the form A a ( X ) * n a ( i — r j ) 
for HXH^a and A a ( X ) ^ 0 for |IX||>0L , 0L»C0.Vst> Q. , while 
the pos i t ive constant Hot i s determined by the condition j Aa(X)uX-i. 
In, 
In view of the conditions of the theorem onq can always con-
s t r u c t such a monotonely decreasing function o6(t) (o6(t)—>0 for 
t -*• oo ) t ha t for every X£.12(x)the following inequal i ty w i l l hold 
«f5 CX(T;,X,V(T,X^,t»-X(X)]olTI|4oC(t) . 
Then, for t ̂  0 , for any points X , Ol whose neighbourhood 
belongs to the domain ii(X) , the following inequalities will hold 
(2,9) I  lT(t,X)H4tot(t) , \lJ- lT(t,X) U Ifcto6(t) , 
where [a - ) L — A (X) II d X . 
a * " 
Estimate the expression 
P ( t , X ) - ^ l T ( t , X ) - - X { t J X / Y ( t , X ^ J t ) 1 ) + X ( x ) . 
Since r i r i 
\ AaCx-x'xxx1 - ) A a (x-x
, ;oLx l - i , 
, j ^ X ) MX1.40L 
then for X^O , for any X , & whose neighbourhood belongs 
t o the domain il(X) , one obtains 
t 
(2#io) yP(t,x)«&(M.+ 0)a+ ^ K ^ ( t ) + S
,cfiiiT)Q(T,t)olT; . 
Set Xtt)=|(t)+fcvr(t,̂ (t))# According to the conditions of the 
theorem >(t) lies in the domain Xl(X) together with the V -
neighbourhood, and hence for 01̂ -t? the estimate (2.9) holds for 
the function lTtt,£(fc>) . 
Set Atfc^SlLftTc^te"1). Obviously, A(fc)-*0 for 6-»0 
and the following inequality will hold on the segment U^ u^Li/ 
if t is sufficiently small: 
(2.11) itu-(t,§(ty«4tto6it)i A(£)^ ̂ m i / M ^ u ) ) . 
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Therefore, on the segment 0<-1 ̂=-/.£/" » X(t) belongs to the 
domain il(x; together with the QL -neighbourhood (0<PA:sconst*P) 
and UXit)H4: OLJL , di= Cerut > 0 . 
Consider the difference 
(2.12) Qa)--4^-sX(t ,x^) , 
where X = X(t) , and^=y(t) is a component of the solution 
{x(t),^(t)3 o f t h e b o u n d a ry problem (2.1), (2.2). 
Taking into consideration (2.9), (2.10), one obtains 
t 
(2.i3)»l$li)*4-e^ . 
It is easily verified that on the segment O^t^Z-b the com-
ponent Xit) of the solution [x(t)>^(t)J of the boundary problem 
(2.1), (2.2) does not leave the domain il(X) . Then on this seg-
ment one gets from (2.1) and (2.12) 
4r lix(t)-x(t)i|4&AjL|ix(t)-x(t)ii + a (iitjii 
whence, taking into account that X(0)~X(0) , one finds 
t 
(2.14) iix(t)-!x(t)iî ^ iiQ(T)iiexp{6/^(t-u)}d^ . 
0 ' 
Introducing the functions .L 
t(t)--U (̂-C)OLT , 5^)-TLJ ^ ^ j o k 
°,t .* 
0 0 
for the right hand side of the inequality (2.14) on the segment 
0 <L t ̂  L 6~ one finds the estimate 
(2.15) j l^iexpieMt-T^olT^ exp{ ' i i L ) { ( j L t h L o u + 
From (2.11) and (2.15) it follows that if a and 6 are suf-
ficiently small ( 0^OL 36^6° ) then on the segment 0^t^Zi6 
the inequality If X(t)-£(t) H + Wlin (9,u)) is satisfiedo Thus, the 
theorem is proved. 
In the papers [6] - [11] f [16] - [19] several variants of the 
averaging method have been justified for the solution of two-point 
boundary problems for integro-differential equations with fast and 
slow variables. 
Consider the system of integro-differential equations 
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X(t)-tX(t,x(t)^(t), VtV>(t,65x(s)3^l6))ols) 
i l t h Y(t,Xlt)^lt)^ Vl(t>5,X(S)^lS))0lSi) 
c 
with boundary conditions X (0)-^ Xc , l i C ft ,**i0) > <3l I ) ] = 0 , 
where X , X £ hn j 3 ,Y, ft, £ H™, } ̂ fcflh sY^fcH^S Ti^AcR,^ , 
I - / i t ' ^L-COHtft^O , while £> > 0 i s a small parameter. 




L(t,55x^(sj)oU) . X-CG-nat 
with boundary condition H L / ^ I O J ^ I T ) J - * 0 t has a so lu t ion of 
the form 
(2.18) 3 - ^ ( t , x , / \ , T ) rj x *cons t . 
Several schemes of the averaging method are possible. Here is 
one of them. 
Let along the integral curves (2.18), where A is considered 
as a vector parameter, there exist mean values not depending on !4 
hrn;MKlltxivtt:*,7\)
iT).v„)o\t ^(x/u,) , 
T-»c* I c 
T 
W ^ \ vP(t.)s3x,^C5>x,'A,T))ds - v 4 ( t , x ) . 
T-05 P « 
Then the equation £ 
^(t)-&Xx(5(t)7J ^(t^^sjjds) 
0 
with i n i t i a l condition 
SlO)=X(Q) 
will be called averaged equation of the first approximation for 
the slow variables x(t) of the system (2#16). 
This averaging scheme can be successfully applied when con-
sidering boundary problems for quasi-linear systems of the form 
x(t)»&[S(x(t))yit)+S(xit)) + 5 K(x(s))iHs)ols] 
C2-19> i ( t )»A(xi t»a( t )+B(xi t ) ) ,° 
ocij(0i + Ad iT ) -» yc , x ( 0 ) = x c , 
where 06 is a diagonal matrix whose first Jp diagonal elements 
are units and the remaining (Tf)s-ff>) a*e zeros; fa is an analo-
gous matrix whose first jb elements are zeros and'the rest are 
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units; 
6(x)-(^(x)^.. ;fem(x)); Kíxí-ÍK^ix))^^ ; xeřln ; ye FL^ , 
while 6 > 0 is a small parameter. 
Denote by V K-Q K(X) (K-i,TJřb) the eigen-values of the matrix 
A (X) , and by i i ( X ) - ( u . ) ^ (X)) denote the matrix whose columns 
are composed by the components 7YI of the linearly independent 
eigen-vectors of the matrix A(X) • 
Under the assumption that in the considered domain 11 (X) the 
first £> eigen-values of the matrix n(x) have negative real 
parts and the remaining (TTL-AD) eigen-values have positive real 
parts, and under the assumption that the elementary divisors of 
the matrix A(x) are simple and that -Det M (X), JĎet JÍ(X ) ̂  0 7 
.here M(X) - ( ̂ ( X ))f , JtfoO- ( ú)f(X ))"' 
in the paper [19J it is shown that the averaged equation of the 
system (2,43 ) has the form 
§(t)=£[6(^(t))-A(|it))A^(^(t))5(|(t))-
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